1. 3PW SOURCE POINT (ORIGIN) IS 366mm UPSTREAM OF BM-B.
2. MAX SYNCHROTRON FAN USES GEOMETRIC ENVELOPE AS ITS SOURCE AND IS INTERCEPTED ONLY BY AIR COOLED FIXED MASKS.
3. TRIMMED SYNCHROTRON FAN USES ACTIVE INTERLOCK ENVELOPE AS ITS SOURCE AND IS INTERCEPTED BY CROTCH ABSORBER, EXIT ABSORBER AND FIXED MASKS.
4. ALL MASK APERTURES SHOWN ARE NOMINAL VALUES WITH TOLERANCES SHOWN.
5. ALL APERTURES & TOLERANCES ARE ASSUMED TO BE SYMMETRIC ABOUT THE COMPONENT CENTERLINE UNLESS OTHERWISE SHOWN.
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1. BREMSSTRAHLUNG SOURCE POINT (ORIGIN) IS UPSTREAM END OF BM-B.
2. ALL APERTURES & TOLERANCES ARE ASSUMED TO BE SYMMETRIC ABOUT THE COMPONENT CENTERLINE UNLESS OTHERWISE SHOWN.
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